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Product Description
Buy Discount Black Triple Barrel Hair Curler with Free Sample made in China.
Burning® is Black Triple Barrel Hair Curler manufacturer and supplier in China.
This Burning KJ-377 hair curler is a triple-barrel hair curler, Whether you have
short or long, thick or thin, this three barrels curling iron works like a charm.
The heated ceramic produces negatively charged ions that create soft, shiny
waves without any frizz. And unlike single barrel styling irons that take ages to
curl hair, this 3 barrel curling iron does it in a matter of minutes.
Professional private label, custom logo, and custom design service to promote
your brand or business well.

Several features and advantages of KJ-88 hair curler below:
Instant heating technology: Heats up quickly and helps saving precious time
Less hair damage: Ceramic tourmaline coating provides heat evenly for less
hair damage
LCD Display & Adjustable Temperature: Different hair types, chose different
temperatures
Universal Voltage for Traveling: Compatible 110-240V convenience for
traveling or dating

Burning KJ-377 hair curler Parameter (Specification)

Black Triple Barrel Hair Curler
Burning is a high-tech custom Black Triple
Barrel Hair Curler manufacturer which
integrates R&D, design, production, and
marketing in hair styling tools for more than 10
years.
Established in 2010, Burning wholesale hair
curler manufacturer has advanced production
equipment and highly qualified professionals
engaged in beauty salon supplies. The strong
research, development, and production
capacity has helped many clients to set and
promote their brands successfully.
Model:KJ-377
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Product name Triple- barrel hair curler

Item model number KJ-377

Material Aluminium alloy, ceramic

Heat setting 180℃ to 230℃

Color Customized

Product Dimensions 40*8.7*7.5(CM)

You’ve got questions, and we have answers. Just send us a message and one
of our knowledgeable support staffwill be in contact with you within 48hrs –
even on weekends and holidays.


